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Abstract 
We show that a diffusion process X corresponding to a uniformly elliptic second-order di- 
vergence form operator is a Dirichlet process for each starting point. We establish also the 
Stratonovich integral with respect o X and prove the It6 formula. 
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0. Introduction and notation 
Let (X,P s'x) be a d-dimensional diffusion corresponding to the operator 
Lt = D~ + Dj( ½a~i(t, .)Di) + bi(t, ")Di = Dt + A: (0.1) 
starting from x at time s, where a ij :[s', T] × ~a __+ Ra ~ [~a is a measurable, symmetric 
matrix-valued function satisfying the condition 
d 
)~1~12 <~ ~ aiJ(t,x)~i~j <.2 -I  I~12 (0.2) 
i,/ 1 
for some ). C (0, l] and b:[s,T] × ~d ~ ~J is a measurable function such that 
Ib(t,x)L ~<A (0.3) 
for some A >~0. Our purpose is to prove that for every starting point (s,x) and every 
I Ioc d ~p ~ Wp' (E )  with p > 2 V d (here 11oc d Wp' (E )  denote the intersection of Sobolev 
spaces W)~(D) over bounded domains D in Ed) ~p(X) admits the decomposition 
~(X,)-~(X~)= i q, ! :~ , :  N~)  1 ,:, ~Mt + 2v ' r  ..... : ~V t , t C Is, T] P""~-a.s., (0.4) 
where M~ (resp. N~) is a local martingale with respect o the natural filtration of X 
( resp . ) (  = Xr+s- . )  and V ~p is a process of finite variation. For time-independent 
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coefficients imilar representation was obtained by Lyons and Zheng (1990), however 
by using essentially different method of proof. 
We show also that M e, 37 ~° = Nr~+~_. - Nr ~ admit mutual quadratic variation along 
fixed sequence of partitions of [s,T] and (Me, f~°)t = (Me)t.  In particular, setting 
A~ o = ½(_M~O +.g_~0 _ V~O) we obtain (A~°)r = 0 and 
~o(Xt)-(p(Xs)=Mt~+A~, t E [s,T] ps'x-a.s., (0.5) 
i.e. (p(X) is a Dirichlet process for every (s,x). 
Our representation (0.4) corresponds to the decomposition of ~o(X) under P~(.) = 
fP° ,X( . )dx  proved by Lyons and Zheng (1988) in time-homogeneous case (see also 
Lyons and Zheng, 1990; Lyons and Zhang, 1994; Takeda, 1989, while (0.5) is a 
counterpart to Fukushima's decomposition of additive functionals of X (see Fukushima, 
1980; Kim, 1987; for time-homogeneous case, and Oshima, 1992b; for time-inhomo- 
geneous case). Remark however, that using Dirichlet form theory one obtains results 
for diffusions from quasi-every starting point, rather than from every starting point. On 
the other hand, in the present paper we impose stronger egularity assumption on ~0. 
The representation (0.4) allows us to construct for f E Wpl'l°c(~ d) the Stratonovich 
integral f f (x , )o  d(p(Xu) as limit of Riemann sums. The integral defines again a 
Dirichlet process. We prove also the It6 formula 
/s' f (X t )  = f (Xs )  + D i f (Xu)  o dX~ (0.6) 
for f E Wp'21°c(~a). If Dja ij C W~A°C(Qsr) for i , j  = 1 . . . . .  d then using the results of 
Haussmann and Pardoux (1986) we show that X is a time-reversible s mimartingale 
and then we apply the ideas from the paper by F611mer et al. (1995) to prove (0.6) 
1 Ioc d for f6  Wp' (~) .  
We adopt the following notation. 
f2e = {X E lt~a; Ix I <R}, Qst = (s,t)  x N el, Qst = [s,t] x N a. For f : Qsr ~ N we set 
y(t ,x)  = f ( r  + s -  t,x). By Di f  , i = 1 . . . .  ,d  we denote partial derivatives of f ( t ,  .) 
in the distribution sense. 
n_p,q(Qsr) , p,q>~ 1 is the Banach space of measurable functions on Q~r with finite 
nOrlT1 
d 
Whenever p = q we write ~-p(Q~r) = O-p,p(QsT). ml(~d)  is the Sobolev space of 
functions (p :R a ~ 1~ such that q~, Di(p, i = 1 . . . . .  d are in 0_p(Nd), W°A(Q~T) = 
I_p(s, T; w l (Na) ) .  Definitions of the above functions paces as well as others used in 
the paper are to be found in Ladyzenskaja et al. (1968). If follows from Sobolev's 
imbedding theorem (see e.g. Theorem II.2.1 in Ladyzenskaja et al., 1968) that every 
(p E wl ' l °c (~ d) with p > d has a representative which is continuous in Nd. We 
will therefore always assume that rp denotes the continuous representative of a given 
q~ c w~,~°c(~"). 
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C([s, T]; ~d) is the space of Nd-valued functions on [s, T] equipped with the canon- 
ical process X and the canonical a-field .~. Given a process Y on C([s, ir]; N,t) we sel 
}7 == Yrt . , , - t ,  Yt = }Tt - YT, (Y)~. = (Y), - (Y),. By ,~ we always denote the filtration 
cr(J~;,;u E [s,t]) and by o~t the filtration a (2 , ;u  ~ [s,t]), t c [s,T]. £f[YIP"'"] is the 
S,X s,X law of Y under p,~.x. By E , E,, we denote expectations with respect o p.,.x and P)I". 
respectively. 
We use ~(2, A) to denote the set of all pairs (a, b) consisting of functions a, b which 
verily (0.2), (0.3). 
Unless otherwise stated, constants appearing in the paper depend only on )., A from 
(0.2), (0.3) as well as d and T, and will be denoted by the same letter, although 
they may vary from one expression to another. We also use the usual convention on 
summation of repeated indexes. 
1. Preliminary results 
In this section we recall some facts concerning diffusions associated with divergence 
form operators and prove three lemmas to be used extensively in the proof of our main 
result in Section 2. 
Suppose we are given (a,b) E E(2, A). Due to Aronson's and Nash's estimates one 
can construct a weak fundamental solution p to the heat equation associated with L, 
(see Aronson, 1968 or Stroock, 1988; for time-homogeneous case). Moreover, for tixed 
(s,x) c [0, T) × ~d 
and 
IIp(s,x,.,.)llp,,q,,e,~ c,  ( l . l )  
d 
II p(  s,x, ., ' )ll p,,o,,e,~ + ~ lha, p(  s,x, ., )ll p,,~,,Q,r ~<c (1.2) 
i--1 
for any pair of exponents p',q' whose tt61der conjugates atisfy ( . )  in case of (1.1) 
and (**) if (1.2) is satisfied, where 
I I 1 (*) 1 < p,q~<oc, 2~ + q < 1 , ( ** )2<p,q<~oc,~+q<~ 
(see Corollary 7.1 and Theorem 5 in Aronson, 1968). 
The solution p gives rise to the Markov family {(X,P""~); s~'-O, x ~ ~a} with p 
as the transition density. More precisely, 
P"'x(x~ x,t ~ [0,s]) = 1, P"x(xt ~ FI~Y-I,,.,4) = f p(u,X,,,t, y )dy  P"'-a.s.  
Jl 
for any O<~s~u < t<~T and any Borel subset F of R d (see Rozkosz, 1994; Stroock, 
1988). We will call (X,P ~,x) a diffusion corresponding to Lt or a diffusion associated 
with (a, b). 
Lemma 1.1. For n E ~ let yn be an m-dimensional continuous process on [s, T] and 
let (X, P;~,'~) be a diffusion associated with (an, bn) ~ =-(2, A). Assume, for some p >~1, 
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fn ~ f ,  ,q, ---' 9 in l_p((S, T) × OR) for any R > O. I f  
d[(r" ,x)dPU] --. ~{(Y,x)l fs,x] 
in C([s, T]; ~a+m) then Jbr every 6 E (0, T - s), 
S |~Y" ,X , [  _ f~(u ,X . )du ,  g~(u ,2 . )du  IP,~ ,x 
L k J ~+o .J s 
-+ l i t ,  x , /  f(u, Xu)du, #(u,X.)du IP ",x 
L \ as+~ ~ s 
in C([s,T]; ~d+m+2). i f  fn __+ f ,  ,qn --+ ,(] in Lp, q( (s ,T)  X OR)for  R > O, where p,q 
satisfy ( .) ,  then the convergence holds true for 6 = 0 as well. 
Proof. Define TR = inf{t~>s: Xt ~ f2R} and let q(s,x; t ,y)  denote the transition prob- 
ability density of a standard -dimensional Wiener process. By Aronson's estimates 
(see Aronson, 1968, see Theorem 7), for any h E El((s, T) x f2R) 
fTA~R 
ES'X l h ( t ,X , )dt  <~ CIIhq(s,x;.,.)ll,,(~.~,r)×o~ 
n ds+6 
<~ (2rcf)-d/ZCllhllj,(s+a,T)×O~. 
On the other hand, if p,q satisfy (.), it follows by Aronson's estimates and H61der's 
inequality that 
I 
TA~CR 
ES'X h(t, Xt)dt<~Clllhllp, q (s,T)×~R (1.3) JS 
for some Cj depending only on 2, A, d, T and p, q. To prove the lemma we may 
now use standard arguments (see for instance Rozkosz and S~omifiski, 1991). Note 
here only that 
~tA(T--~) ltV(s+6) 
h(u,2~)du = Z~,- Z,t, where Zt = h(u, Xu)du, t E [s,T]. 
J s ds+6 
Therefore, due to the continuous mapping theorem, it is sufficient o consider the case 
g~ ~ O, n E ~J. [] 
The density p defines a Markov semigroup of operators {p~t; O<~s < t<~T} on 
~-2(~ d ) by 
f ~p(y)p(s,x,t ,y)dy, q9 E ~_2(Ra). PSt q~( x) 
d 
In turn, {psi} determines a strongly continuous resolvent {R~}~>0 on I-2(Q~T), which 
for f E ~-e(Q~r) A ~-p,q(OsT) which p,q satisfying ( , )  is given by 
R~f(u,x)  = e-~(t-u)p"~ f ( t ,x )dt .  (1.4) 
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(see Rozkosz, 1994). Of course, (a,b) ~ Z(2, A) implies (5,/7)) ~ Z(2, A), so we can 
construct a semigroup {QSt} associated with £; defined by (0.1) with 5,/~ in place of 
a,b, and a resolvent {G~}~>0 by (1.4) with {Q"} in place of {P"r}. 
The proof of the lemma below follows closely the proof of Theorem 1.2.13 in Ma 
and R6ckner (1992). 
Lemma 1.2. Let (a, b) c .E(2, A) and let {R~}~>o, { G~}~>.o be resolvents correspomt-. 
0 I imt to L; and Lt, respectively. Then ~.R~.f --, .f and :zG~f -+ f in W:' (Q,r)  as 
. . W ° ' i+~ . ,~ + ~, for any .,+ ~ 2 t~d.~.r). 
Proof. First we shall show that for any f ~ W°'I(QsT), 
To this end let us recall that {R~}~ ~0 is a strongly continuous resolvent on I~2((.Q,7 ) 
satisfying 
II ~R~f I1_~, c),, ~< c, II.fll:, ~,,. (~ .6) 
Denote by f the generator of  {R~}~>0, i.e. Y) = ~ R~ -I with the domain q/(W ~) :: 
R~(L2(Q.,.r)). Then there exist constants ~0,2o, d0 depending only on 2, d and T such 
that 
and 
((~o Y)c~R~f,f)<.Ao((zo S)~R~f ,  . 1.2 • - - ~R~. I )  I I / I I , . k , ,<~) , , )  (t.7) 
((~o - fS)c~R~f, ~zR~f) >~ 2o II~R~fl]2,?,(g,,), (1.8) 
where (-,.) denotes the usual inner product in ~2(Q,~T) (see Rozkosz, 1994). Since 
1~ (-W~R~J',f) + ~o(~R~.f,~R~.f) 
= ((Xo - f )~R~f , f )  + ~o(zR~f-- f ,~RJ )  
= ((~o - .W)~R~.f, :~R~.f) + :(( f -- ~R~.[, f - ~R~.f), 
it follows by (1.7) that 
((:to S)~R~.f,J')<~ 1,2 " - A0C IIJ II,+?~(?,T~. 
As a consequence, 
I~ ~< A01~ ''211.fll,?.,(Q,, ) + C~o(~R~f - f ,  ~R~./) 
1/2 I ;2  
A0(I +2~ 0' )Iu .flw~"~O~)" 
Therefore, 
• 2 ;~ ~< c 211.! II,,?,{~,, ), 
so from what has already been proved and (1.6), 
~(f  - :~R~f, f )  = ( S~R~f ,  f )<~ C3llfll2,~.;,,(c),,. )" 
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On the other hand, 
((So - ~)~R~f ,  ~R~f)  = ~o(~R~f, otR~f) + ~( f  - ~R~f, ~R~f)  
2 2 2 
~< ~0C1 [Jfll2,0,T + C311fl[w°.'(O,r), 
hence (1.5) is implied by (1.8). Observe now, that by (1.5) and continuity of {R~}~>0, 
o~,R~,,f = fn ~ f weakly in W°'l(Qst) for some subsequence ~, --~ oc. By the Banach- 
Saks theorem there exists a further subsequence {n~} such that the Ces~ro mean gn = 
1 n ~k=l f~k converges to f in W°'1(Qs,). Since f~ E R~,(~-z(Qsr)) = ~(5°), we have 
that g, E ~(L~a), hence that ~(5~) is dense in W°'l(Qst). By (1.5) and a "3e-argument" 
we may now assume that f = Rig for some g E Lz(Q~T). But then, by using (1.8) 
and (1.6), we have 
~< 2o1((~0 - &P)RI(~R~g - g),Rl(ctR~g - g)) 
= )oo' [(~0 - 1)I]RI(~R~g - g)l[2,Q,r + (aR~g - g ) ,R l (O~g - g)] 
<<.(~o~(~o 1)c~ + C~)ll~e~g 2 - - g l l~ ,Q ,~ 
and the first statement of the lemma follows by the continuity of {R~}~>0. The proof 
of the second statement is analogous. [] 
For fixed (s,x) E [0, T) × ~d set p(t, y)  = p(s,x; t, y), (t, y)  E (s, T] × [R d and define 
the operator ~t  by 
~t  = Dt + Dj(½aiJ( t, ")Di) + {(aij p - ID jp ) (  t, ") - bi(t, ")}Di = Dt + ~t .  
Observe that 
~t  = Lt + Bt, where Bt = {-2bi(t ,  .) + (a i jp - lD jp) ( t ,  .)}Di. 
If (a,b) ~ ~(2, A) and a is regular enough then, as shown in Haussmann and Pardoux 
(1986), the time-reversed process 2? is under ps,x a diffusion with generator 
5~t = Dt + ~t  = £t + Bt, where ~t  = ~¢r+s--t, l~t = BT+s-t. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (X,P ~'x) be a diffusion associated with (a,b) E S(2,A). Fix ~ > 0 
and ~o E w l (~ a) n Wlp(O~ ) with p > 2 V d, and set f~ = ~R~o, g~ = ~G~q~. Then 
M/~ = f~(t,X,) - A (s ,X , )  - c~(~R~q~ - ~o) (u ,&)du  
is an ( { ~ },P~'~ )-square-integrable martingale on [s, T] with 
(M f" )t = aiJDif~Djfx(U, Xu ) du 
andJor  every 6 E (0, T - s ) ,  
I/ f' N~ ~ = g~(t,2,) - g~(s,2.)  - ~(~a~o - ~o)(u,2u)du - B~o~(u,2. )du 
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is an ({,~1},P~'~)-square-inte#rable martingale on [s, T -  6] with 
J/ IN ~ }t = d*?Dig~Djg~(u,2u) du. 
s 
Proof. Take {(an, bn)} C ~()., A) such that aii, bi~ possess bounded continuous deriva- 
s ,x  n n n n n tires of all orders and a~ ~ a~J,bi~ ---+ b i a.e. and define Pn ,Lt, S t ,  Bt,R~, G~ on 
the basis of an,b,. Due to Theorem 10 in Aronson (1968) there is a bounded weak 
solution v to the Cauchy problem 
LTv(t,x ) = e ~%(x), v(Y,x) = 0. (1.9) 
By Sobolev's lemma (see e,g. Theorem II.2.1 in Ladyzenskaja et al., 1968), (p is locally 
H61der continuous and locally bounded in ~d, hence approximating ~p by integral 
averages and using Theorems 1.6 and IIl. 15 in Friedman (1964) we conclude that r is 
in fact a bounded classical solution to (1.9). Observe that R~(p(t,x) = - -e~v(t,x)  and 
t~ "n Lt.[~ = ~( ~R~q) - q) ), where ./'~ = ~Rn~q~, hence the It6 formula shows that 
I' M~ ''t: = f~( t ,N) -  .f~(s,X~) ~(~R~p - q))(u,X.) du , s 
is an ({,~=r}, P~'X)-local martingale with 
(M"" , ' ) ,  " n = anDi f~Dj f~(u ,  Xu)du , t C [s, T]. 
Furthermore, convergence of coefficients implies p.~,x ~ ps, x in C([0, T]; N) (see 
Rozkosz, 1994) and 
t~ lira IIR~q) R~q)ll 0, (1 10) w,, (Q,r) 
(see e.g. the proof of Corollary 3.3 in Aronson (1968) or Theorem 2.2 in Rozkosz 
(1!)94)). In particular, we find that qr~ ~', an~iy~ ---+ ai/Dif~Djf~ in kl(Q~r). Also, by Corol- 
lary 3.2 in Aronson (1968), {R~q~},e~ is equibounded and equicontinuous in 0,.7-, so 
R~p -~ R~q~ uniformly on compacts. By Lemma 1.1, for any ,5 ~ (0, T - s), 
LP X, cff~R~'qo q0)(u,X,) du, ,) ,~ ,n - GDi f~DJ~(u ,  Xu)du LP;~, ''
X, ~(c~R~qo q~)(u,X~ ) du, -~ -- J~Dj . [~(u ,X . )du  [P"" 
• J s ~'+b 
in C([s, T]; Na+2) as n ---+ oc. Therefore, using the continuous mapping theorem and 
Proposition IX.I.17 in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) we conclude that M -/i is a local mar- 
tingale with respect o the filtration generated by (X, M t~ ), which in our case coincides 
with {,Yt}. In fact, M 1~ is bounded on Is, T], hence is a square-integrable martingale. 
Next, by Corollary VI.6.6 in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987), 
~>[(M n'/':, (Mn>f: })IP2 "] --+ ~[ (MJ ' ,  (MS;)) iP" ' I  
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in C([s, T]; ~2), hence 
(Mf~)~+~ = ai JDif~Dif~(u, Xu)du,  t c [ s+8,  T]. 
6 
Since M ,/~ is a continuous processes, (M.1~)ts+0 converges to (MJ~)t ps,x a.s. as 8 -+ 0, 
so the first statement of the lemma follows. Now write g~ = ~G~o. Fix (s ,x)  and 
set pn(t, y )  = pn(s,x; t, y) ,  where pn(s,x; t, y )  denotes the fundamental solution of A~'. 
Define B~' accordingly. From Haussmann and Pardoux (1986) we know that under p~,x 
the time-reversed process {)(t; t E Is, T)} is a Markov diffusion with generator 5~7. 
Therefore, since 
~1l  1~ ~'7 "7 - '7  "7 -n  
L,~, g~ = L t g~ + B t g~ = o¢(ocG~p - (p) + B t g~ 
and g~ E C(Q+. T) A C~'z(Q~T), it follows that 
S 
is an ({Jt},P,~'X)-local martingale on [0, 7") with 
[ (Nn, U~) t -ij ~ , - =- a n Dig Djg~(u,Xu) du, t ~ [s, T). 
As before, ps,~ =~ ps, x in C([0, T]; ~d), G~q~ -* G~(p uniformly on any compact subset 
of Q~T and 
limoo IlG~q~ - G~q~llwO,(Q~r). (1.11) 
- i j  n n In particular, anDig~Djg~ -~ ~tiJDig~Djg~ in ~I(Qsv). Furthermore, for arbitrary but 
fixed 8 c (0, T -  s), pn(t, y )  is the solution to the Cauchy problem 
(Dt - A~)p~ = 0 on (s + 8, T] x ~d, lira pn(t, y) = ¢~(y), 
t~ s+~ 
with ¢n(Y) = p~(s,x;s + 8, y )  and p(t,y) is the weak solution to the problem 
(Dt -A , )p=O on (s+8,  T ]x  ~d, lira p( t ,y )=~(y) ,  
t'%,s+6 
with @(y) = p(s ,x ;s  + 8, y) .  Since, @n ~ 0 uniformly on compacts in ~d, Pn --+ 
p in W°'l((s + 8, T)  x (2R) for R > 0 (see e.g. Ladyzenskaja et al., 1968, proof of 
Theorem III.4.5; or Aronson 1968, Corollary 3.3). Moreover, by Nash's and Aronson's 
estimates, p~-~ --~ p 1 uniformly on any compact subset of [s + 8, T] × I~ d. Therefore, 
--,7 ,7 ----+ B.g~ B.g~ in D_I((s,T - 8) × (2n) for every R > 0. We may show now that N ~q~ 
is a local martingale on [s, T -  8] with the required quadratic variation process. By 
Aronson's estimate, 
E ..... / d JD~g~Djg~(u,2~)du <...C8-~/2 ig=ll~o,(Q~+~.,) ' 
.1 S 
so N ~ is in fact a square-integrable martingale on [s, T - 8]. [] 
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2. Stochastic representation 
Let X,Y  be processes on (Q,.~,P~'") and let H = {s - - t0  < tL < ..- < 6,, T} 
be a partition of [s, T] such that the mesh size ]]//I] - maxl ~s.<.m Its- - tl, 1] converges 
to 0 as m ~ ~c. Define the quadratic variation (resp. mutual quadratic variation) of )~ 
(resp. X. Y) over the partition H to be 
Q',.'~(X) ~ ]xt~-xt~ ~12,(resp. Q,.~flx, Y) ~ (x ,  x ,  ,) 
t ;~ l l  t~ <~t ~x t"~" l l&  ~( 
×(Y . -  Y,~ , ) ) .  
We will say that X admits quadratic variation (resp. X. Y admit mutual quadratic 
variation) along H if the limit 
<X)r lim m (resp.{X. Y), lim " = =:  Q,,,(X, Y)) Q,.t(X) 
exists in P ...... for t ~ (s, T]. We denote by ~// (resp. ,~)  the space of square-intcgrable 
({,'~)},P"") (resp. ({~t},P~'-'-)) continuous martingales on [s,T] vanishing at zero 
equipped with the usual norm (E~"XMT)I'2 = (E,...~IMiT)I 2 and we define .F/l°~,/~.1,:,. 
in the usual way. We will call X an ({,Yr},P"'-~)-Dirichlet process on Is, T] if it admils 
a decomposition 
X, - X~ = M, + A,, t e [s,T], (2.1) 
where M ~ .#loc and A is a continuous {~}-adapted 0-quadratic variation process, 
i.e. A0 = 0 and <A>r = 0 P"X-a.s. Clearly, decomposition of the form (2.1) is unique 
since M ~ .//Io~ with property <M>T = 0 must be constant. 
Before stating our main theorem let us introduce the following notation. Given a 
process Y and f :  R d --+ R we denote 
{ # ( . f .  Y), - - ,  f (X , )dY , , ,  ( f *  Y)t - .  +,. , [ (X" )dY" '  t c Is, T], 
whenever the integrals make sense. 
Theorem 2.1, Assume (a, b) ~ E(2, A) and let (.IV, P~'~) be a d({]hsion corre,v;ondin, q 
to Lt startinq f rom (s,x). Then Jbr ever)' q~ c W),'l°c(~ d) with p > 2 V d there exists 
a unique triple (M~,N 'p, V <p) satLv]Hng the Jbllowinq conditions: 
(i) M <' c_ oF/I°~, N ~ ~ ~1oc and V 'p is an {~t}-udapted O-quadratic variation 
process. 
LM~O ~ 1 ;7'." L l/"~; where 1¢~ ° iN <p ,N~', ) Jor t ~- Is. T]. (ii) cp(X,) q~(X~)= 2 t . -~ Jv ,  -2_ ,  . =~ r~.,, ,. 
(iii) (p(X) is an ( {/}-~},P~'X)-Dirichlet process on [s, T] with the decomposition 
1 -,,o 1 V .... q~(X,)-  ~o(X~) = Mg + At p, A'[' = - M;P + ~N, - -~ ~ . 
loc d Moreover, jo t  any f "  ~d ___+ ~ such that f [ (Di  <p . . . . .  Dd(p)[ C Ep (~ ) the processes 
f . M v', . / .  N ~° admit mutual quadratic variation and 
( . f .  M ~', f * N~°), = <f . M~P)t. t C Is, T]. 
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I f  ~o E W~(~ a) A W~(~ d) with p > 2 v d then M ~ E ~ff/[, N ~° E ~ and V ~° is of  
P~'~-integrable variation on Is, T]. In fact, in this case, for every t ~ (s, T] 
(M~)t = aiJDi~oD/q~(u, Xu)du, (X~O)t -ij - • = (a D~pDj~p)(u,X~) du
and 
/' 
V~ ° = ( -2b  i + aij p-~Djp)D~o(u, Xu)du. 
• tS 
Proof. First we assume that ~o E W21(~ d) N W~(~ d) and fl(Dl~o . . . . .  Ddq~)I ~ O-p(~ d) 
with p > 2Yd .  
Existence." First note that the integral V~ t = f~B~p(u,X,)du really exists and de- 
fines the process of PS,X-integrable variation on [s, T]. Indeed, by (1.2) and H6lder's 
inequality, IIDjpDiq~l[l.Q~r < oo, hence ES,XfVlB~q~(u, Xu) ] du < oo, so the assertion 
follows by Fubini's theorem. 
In what follows, we adopt the notation of Lemma 1.3. Furthermore, given 6 E 
(0, T - s) and a process {Yt, t E Is + 6, T]} we put 
Yt = Ytv(s+6) - Ys+6, 6~ ~_ 6(~), t E [s, T], 
while given {Yt,t E [s, T -  ~]} we put 
6Yt=YtA(r 6), 6Y=(6Y~), tE [s ,T ] .  
Observe that if Y is defined on [s, T] then 
6)v t=6 l~t={0 i f t~[s ,s+6] ,  
Yr+s-,--YT-6 i f t~(s+6,  T]. 
By Aronson's estimate for any 6 ~ (0, T - s) and k, l E ~, 
ES'X(aM~-t;)T ~ c6-d/2 IlaiJDi(fk - f l )D j ( fk  - f~)ll,.0,+,~ ,
hence due to Lemma 1.2, {6M~ }k~v is a Cauchy sequence in ./g. Therefore {6Mfk }kc~ 
converges to some M~,a in ~ .  Similarly, {aNYk}kEV converges to some N ~,a in ~g{. 
In particular, 
.W [(X, aM.~, aN uk )Ip s,x] --~ ~(~[(X, M ~°'6, N ~°,6) [p~.x] (2.2) 
in C([s,T];~ d+2) as k -+ co. Besides, by Lemma 1.I, 
~(~[(X, aMn'f~, aN n''J'~ )lps, x] ~ ~[(X,  6MA, aN ,q~ )]ps,x] (2.3) 
in C([s, T]; [~u+2) as n ---+ oc. Denote 
~s t Mt n'~ = ~P(Xt) - ~p(X~.) - L~p(u,X~)du, 
f' N~ '~' = ~o(£t) - ~o(2~) - ~]~o(U,2u) du. 
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for t C Is, T]. By Doob's [l_z-inequality and (1.3), 
E;]" sup j~my i' q~[2 s,x 6 n,/'t!--(p n <.4E, ( M - )~<~CIIkR.q.- ~11.-:,,~¢),_,,,. 
so in view of (1.10) and Lemma 1.2, 
sup p:,x ( sup I'SM: ''r~ -"M;"~I > ~:~ 0 (2.4) lira lim 
k ~ ">c n ~ :>c \ s <~ t~ T / 
for any c > 0. Similarly, (1 .11)  and Lemma 1.2 lead to 
lim lira supP  ..... sup ~5~*t -,~N; [ > ~: =0 (v~)  
[~" ~ "?,c I I~ ,DC t l  - ' -  \s~<t~T 
for any ~: > 0. Taking into account (2.2) (2.5 we deduce from Theorem 4.2 ill 
BiHings]ey (196g) that 
~[(X ,  6M"'~°,<sN"'~)IPg'x] -~ ~[(X,M""5,  N~"~)IP"X ] (2.6) 
in C([s ,T] ;R  '/+2) as n -+ <x~. Observe now that for any 0 < (5 < a < T s, 
E~"~<M ~'~ M~"~)T= lim Es"Y(~'M~i --6M/i)r 
k ~oc  
s+a . .  
= E ~'a aUDitpD/tp(u,X,) du, 
a s+6 
hence, by (1.3), {M ~°'6} converges to some M 'p in _# as ,5 ~ 0. Likewise. {N ~''~} 
converges to some N e in J~' as 6 --~ 0. In particular, 
S[(X,M~,'S, NO,~)lps, x] ---+ S[(X,M'P,N' ,~)Ip '.-'] 
in C([s, T]; N,t+2) as 6 -~ 0. Note that 
r ~," E2'(<M"'~ - ~M""~)~ + <N"'~' - ,~N""~>~) 
= E;'/(<M"'~),~+6  <Nn"P>rr ,s) 
s'+6 /IT = ai{DitpDjq)(u, Xu)du + ~t~/Diq)D/tp(u,Z,,)du, 
d,s' (~ 
S ,X  O,n  hence by Lemma 1.1 and (1.3), lim6~0 lim SUPn~ P,  (I > ~) = 0 for every 
~" > 0. By using once again Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) we conclude that 
W[(X, M ''¢, N "'`~ )[Pt 'x ] --+ 5q(X, M ~' ,N ~° )]P"' ~] (2.:') 
in C([s, T]; N~+2) as n -+ oc. From the proof of  Lemma 1.3 we see that B~.*qo ~ B~o in 
IL~((s + 6, T) x f2n) for every R > 0, so the continuous mapping theorem and Lemma 
1.1 imply now that for every 6 C (0, T - s ) ,  
--+ S[ (X ,  6M<°,6N°,6V<°)lp',x ] (2.8) 
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in C([s, T]; ~a+3) as n --+ oc. In particular, in view of (2.6), 
Y[ (M e'6, N~°'6)lps'x ] ---+ 5F~ [(~M e, 6Ne) IP  s'x ] (2.9) 
Since 
f' • ~ ~ " / ,e  
°N'/ 'e=~N t =O(X,)-q~(X,,+~)+ S~o(u,N,)d., tE [s+3,  r], 
, J x÷(~ 
we have 
!~,,,~ ½3S ''~ ~ B~o(u,&)d., t ~ [s+Ar ] ,  
so (2.8) and the continuous mapping theorem give 
l~AArq~ l °~de I6v ,  e [S - I -3 ,  T ] .  
Letting 5 --+ 0 we obtain a decomposition (ii) with the desired form of V <p. Besides, by 
applying Corollary VI.6.6 in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) and Lemma 1.1 we obtain from 
(2.7) the required formulas for (M e) and (Ne). We proceed to show that f .M  ~, f *N  e 
admit mutual quadratic variation and ( f .  M e, j ' *  N~)t = ( f *  Me)t for t E [s, T]. First 
observe that 9~ E C(QsT) n Cl"2(Qsr) and 
-" ~ t x, ~ -" "s f ,~N, '~ =gk ,  t , - ,qk t  +3,Xs+~)+ ( -D ,+~n)g~(U,  Xu)du 
d s+5 
for t E [s + 3, T], so it follows by lt6's formula and polarization that 
• • ~n,4/ f "  ( f  . °Mn'J~',f  . ~N ' ) t  = e2ru X, ~d/~SM ''.t'; ~, ,O~' \  
L , !  \ , 117 \ ~ / U 6 
/+ 2 ij "n -n = f anDi JkDjgk(U,  Xu)du,  
6 
and hence by (1.10), (1.11) and Lemma 1.1 that 
1 £'rn, Y~ \ t [DS,  X] S[ [ ( f .  '~Mn' f ; , f  . ~v /s i r ,  ~ ---+ 2? f2a i JD i fkD j (~(u ,X , )du[P  ~''~ (2.10) kJs+5 J 
in ~ as n ~ o~ for t ~ [s + 3, T]. Assume additionally that f G C2(~) .  Then ,~N~'~'; 
is an ({~t}, P~'X)-semimartingale, h nce 
( f  * ~N "'~q~ ), = ( f  " ,s]V"Y~ )t + ( f (X ) ,  ~N"g'; )t, t ~ Is, V]. (2.11 ) 
In particular, f *~N "'~'2 is an ({,~-t},P;~'~)-semimartingale, so by the integration by parts 
formula and elementary calculations 
Q~(f  . ~M", f [ ' , f  , 6N",~;~) _ ( f  . ~Mn' J r , f  . ,~N"'";')~. 
n,m , ~n,m = h. d ( f *~Nn'~ ' ) .+  h. d(f . '~M"'f~!).  
n, 11~ : ~,~ + ~ , 
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where 
<; .... 
171 
= ( f .  aM'"t"~,')u - ~( .1" .  aM"'f'~.f),. , l k .... ,.q(u), 
i=1  
m 
= ( f .  <5N",,7 ), - }2( .f * <SN"'< )~, , 1],, ,.,,i(u ). 
i=1  
Let 7z= {s % < zl < -. .  < zl t} be a partition o f [ s , t ]  such that []Trl{ ,0  as 
l ~ y,:,. Since f ,  <SNn'd~' is a semimartingale, 
/ 
~h~]"'((f,,>N'"q'~;)~, ( . / , , sN'"<I)~ , ) - -11  ..... in P;'," 
as l ~ ~.  By Doob's  {k2-inequality, 
sup EUIh',',-"I=,< max E;'-" sup 1.1" M2 - . r .  ,. , , -  
v~u~ t l~ i~<m tg /~<u<zt 
~<4 max E,, (1" k,l ) , ; .  
I 4 i~m 
Therefore, by Fatou's lemma and H6lder's inequality, 
I 
~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' IE , ,  ( ] *  ,sN'"<)~. - ( .1 ,  ,~,~ ~, , /z,, Ill [ ~< lim inf ~E, ,  ]h .... , 2 ....... • .~,,,.~/., 12 
l~oc  1_  1 
<5a//'"t W' bT""~ ( f" * ,$ N"'!s~)I. ~< 4 max E,, ( . / -  . . .  ,,i ~- ... . . .  
I -~i~<m 
Applying Lemma 1.1 we obtain from (2.3) that 
<>.vt'"-/z>lP;;Xl] -+ <m{(.f. ,,N"":'>!P;;-G 
<_/,[(f. aN~,,.)l P',-' ] 
in C([s, T]; ~), hence 
lira sup Ili""l ~<4 max E"'<{.I ". e'Mi")~/, E"~{f*  <sN*'~},. (2.12) 
Jt - ">c 1 <~ i <~ m 
In the same manner we can see that 
s / / " lira sup IL"'"'l~<4 max E""~{f + .v~j~.\t. E" t / '  'SMl")~. (2.13; . ~ O iv It, I ,- , 
As IltSli ~ o, the right-hand sides of  (2.12) and (2.13) converge to 0 by sample path 
uniform continuity of  ( f *  '5M .1~ ), {.fi * <.~N rs~' ) on [s, T] and the dominated convergence, 
theorem Thus, for every c > 0, 
liin lim ............. L"'"' I supP,, (lit + > c) 0. (2.14I 
I I ~ ">c  
By Lemma l . l  and  (2 .3 ) ,  
~)[ ( / .  ,sew,,,/;.',/, (~N,,,,Ji')IPU] ~ ~ ' [ ( ] .  'L.VS 1~ , . ,  S~,.. ) l P "q  
in C([s, T]; {R2). Consequently, 
[O.,.,( ./ ~Sm",.t;, f ,  ,sN"4s'~ ' )lp)' , '] ~_/,r,')"'¢ . . . . .  ' -+  ~= r ,  . t  <~m t,~ .1 . , /v ,~, , ,  )]p.~.,-] (2 .15)  
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in ~ as n ---+ oo. Clearly, 
IQsm,(f . aMr~, f  * <~NO~)I2 <~Q~(f  . aMSk)o~( f  • ~Ng~), 
hence {Qsmt(f • 6Mf~, f  * 5Ngk)}mc~j is tight in l~. In view of (2.11), 
= • " n " ,Nn, g'~\t ( f '~Mn'f{' , f '<~N"'g~')~ , ( f  °M 'L ,S*o  is 
so (2.14), (2.15) and Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) imply that the weak limit 
points of  {Qs"]( f • 6M.r~, f ,6NY~))m~ and {<f • 6Mn' f ; , f  6N'nd!'.k )s}n~ coincide• Due 
to (2.10) we have, therefore, 
£P[Qsmt(f • 6Mf~, f  * 6N"~)I P ' 'x]  --+ ~¢ f2ai JDi fkDjOk(U,Xu)dulP s'x (2.16) 
s+i$ 
in l~ as m ---+ oo. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, 
(fl f2aiJDifkDjOk(U, X~)dul P 'x  ---+ LP[(f  ~` ~0 , , x  • M )~]P' ] (2.17) 
in ~ as k ---+ oo. By using Schwarz's inequality we obtain 
ik,~ __ ~. , . IQ~(6Mi~,  67  ~ ) _ Q~(f. M~'6,f. N~,6)I 
<~ iE~,XQ~( f . (6Mfk _ M<p,<~))ES,XQ~t( f , 6N.qk )] l/2 
+IE~'~Q~(f  * (aN gk - N~,~))ES,~Q,~(S . aM~°,a)ll!2. 
Therefore, 
lim sup/~'m ~< IE~'X(f . (aM f~ - M~°'a))tE~'X(f * ~N~)tl  1/2 
m--+ oo  
+]E~"x(f , (,~S ~ - N~°,~))tE~,X(f . 6M~°,6)~,11i2 
As a consequence, for every e > 0, 
lim lira suppS'x(I  k'm > e) = 0. (2.18) 
k~oo m---+ oc  
Taking into account (2.16)-(2.18) we deduce from Theorem 4.2 in Billingsley (1968) 
and (2.9) that 
:Lp[Qst( f aM~, f  , <~N~O)iPS,X] £p aM ~ t ps x " • --+ [< )~1 ' ] ,  t~[s,Y] 
in 1~ as m --+ oo. In fact the above convergence holds true in probability. Indeed, 
observe that for every t ~ [s, T] 
I m = Q~( f .  ~M ~° _ f * ,~N ~) 
= Q~( f "  aM~) + Q~t( f  * a N~)  - 2Q~( f .  aM~°,f  * aN ~) 
is tight in ~, hence if {ira'} converges weakly for some {m'} C_ f~, then 
0~< lira inf It m' = 1ES'X((f • aM~°)t.+(f*<~X~°)t - 2 ( f .~M~, f*  ~x`n')s) = 0. 
m~.--@oo 
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Thus, {It m } converges to 0 in p~.,.r as m - ,  oc which immediately ields 
Q;';(.f . (~M°, f  • ~N e) --+ (.f . aM°) ,  (2.19) 
in P .... as m ~ oc.  Next ,  arguing like in the proof  of  (2 .18) ,  we obtain 
S,X  t?l l im l im supP  ( [Q . , . t ( . f .M° , f .N 'P ) -Q . i . '~( f . '~M° , f * '~N~P) l  > c) 0 (2.20) 
for every c > 0. Combining together (2.19), (2.20) and the fact that ( f .  '~M""),. 
converges to ( f .  M°}t in P ..... as 6 -~ 0, we see that Ql l j ( f .  M~C. / . .  N,,,) _ ( f .  
M'~)~ in p,..v as m -+ oc. for every t ~.:_ [s, T]. We now show how to dispense with the 
assumption f ¢ C2(~d).  Let us choose { f ,}  C C(~ d) ~ []_t,(~; F~(dx)) with l l (dx) : 
[(Dido . . . . .  Dd) l l ' (x )4r  so that .f,1 ---' .f in Ep(N~l;t~(dx)). We know that { / , I  M"~ - 
Jl, * N~P)~ 0, hence applying Schwarz 's  inequality we get 
1/7 lira sup " - f *  = Q. ( f .  M°  X° )  
=l imsupQ~.~( f .M ° f *N  ° - ( f , , .M ' -  f ' , *N° ) )  
I l l  - -+  7x2 
, n , , i ( (  f ~< 2 lim sup {Qst( ( J  - f , i ) "  M °)  + ~,~, . -- j , ,  ) * N'" )} 
~< 4 ( f  - -  f , ,  )2aUDi(,oDj(p(u, Xu) du 
for any n E N and t ~ [s,T], where the limits are taken in probabi l i ty P"L  So 
S - E "I~ ~ 0 as n -~ oc, hence ( f .  M ~p - f * N°) t  = 0. Consequently, 
( . f .  M `p,.f * N'P), = ( f .  M~),,  t ~_ [s, T]. 
Finally, putting f = 1 and taking into account that VO is a process of finite variation, 
we conclude easily that the quadratic variation of A exists and (A) = 0. 
Uniqueness :  I f  there are two triples (i M °, 1N °, I V° ) and (2M °, ~N ° 2 V 'p) satisfying 
( i ) -( i i i ) ,  then 
I M °+IA  'p =_~M ~+2A °, A ° = ½( - iM  ` p+iTv ' ' - iV  ~p), i=  1,2. 
By uniqueness of  the decomposit ion of  Dirichlet processes, iM  '~ 2M 'p and ~, :: 
2A °. Thus, IA fO-zN'P  = iV  'p 2V ° and, consequently, 1N°-zN ° = iV ..... 2 f  "o is an 
({,-~r}, P ' '  )-martingale of  0-quadratic variation. By using once again the uniqueness 
of the decomposit ion,  we obtain iN"  ~NO, L V° = 2 V'P. 
Now we assume that ~0 E Wj~'r°c(~ '/), f ] (Dl (p . . . . .  Djq~) I E _p~'°~t~a).,o~ F r t~ ~ ~ 
set qo,, = qo • r/i,, .f,, = . f .q , ,  where ~?,, " [R d --+ A is a smooth function such that 
q,i(x) = 1 i fx  ~ /2,, and ~l , (x )= 0 i fx  !~ f2,+l. Define r,i = inf{t>~s: I.¥~! > n} and 
f,  = inf{t>~s: 1)(*1 > n}. By what has already been proved, 
~,,(x , )  - ~,,(x~) = MT" + A?' ~-a,r~,, ~ -o,, ~ ,0,, - -  2 ' "~ + N, - sV, , t ~ [s,T] (2.21) 
is an { J ,} -D i r i ch le t  process, hence (p,,(X.Ar,,), ~o,,(X.A~,.) are {,N,}-Dirichlet processes 
for any n, m ~ N. Because q),i(X,~,,) : qhi(X,r,~.,) for m > n, it fol lows from the 
(P~, (P .  (p  , uniqueness of  the decomposit ion of  Dir ichlet processes that Mr/,. ' = M,/,~ ..... 4=,'~ =: 
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Atn~,,e, and VtA~, ,~p'' = ve"tn~,, for m > n. Therefore, without ambiguity we may define 
Mt e --- Me"t , A~ p = A~t '' and V~ = Vte'' for t E [s, T A r,]. Similarly, since 
1Me,, I ~e,, _ 1 ~e,, ~o,.(2,) - ~o.(2s) = 2 . .  + ~M, ~v ,  . t ~ [s.V] 
is an ({~t},  ps'x)-Dirichlet process, N~"~,, = N~'e, ' for m > n, and we may put Nt e = 
Nt ~°'' for t E [s, T A "g,]. It follows from (2.21) and the construction that a,  = r,  A f,, 7 
oo ps,x-a.s and that 
(p(XtA¢,,) -- (p(Xs ) = M e A e , 
2 ' " tAa , ,  Jr- 2NtAa,, - -  ~ VtAa ,  ' 
for n E N, t E [s,T], hence we obtain ( i ) - ( i i i )  by passing to the limit. Next, set 
Y=f .M e - f ,N  e and observe that 
Q;"r(Y.A~,,)<~Qmr((f, "Me" - . f in  * Ne").A~,,) + sup IYu - Ycl, 
., ~E[s,T], 1~,-4 ~< IIHII 
so letting m ~ oo we see that (Y.aa,,)T = 0 for n E Rl and hence that (Y)T = 0, which 
completes the proof of existence. As for uniqueness, we may argue as before. E] 
Cerel lary 2.2. Let  (p E WJp'l°~(N d) with p > 2 v d. Then ~p(X) is an ({~t},  ps,x)_ 
Dirichlet process with the decomposit ion 
q)(2t)-(p(2s)=N,~ +Bet, B~---2N]' e +_iM -e_2!~e_,. 
In case b -- 00sh ima (1992b)  has shown that X/p : <o(Xt) - q~(X~) can be decom- 
posed uniquely into the sum of martingale additive functional (AF)M [e] and continuous 
AF A [e] of 0-energy, where energy of an AF A of (X, p,,,.x) is defined by 
~2 T 
e(A)  lira - -E  v fl ~(t-s) 2 = e A t tit, 
~o~ 2 j~,. 
and E" denotes integration with respect to the measure P"(.) = fo f~,~P" ,x ( . )dsdx .  
The decomposition of  Theorem 2.1(iii) is a counterpart to the Oshima's one in the 
sense that 
X e = M [el + A [el, M [el = M e, A te] =- A e ps'x-a.s. (2.22) 
for quasi-every (q.e.) (s, x) E [0, T) x Nd. We shall sketch the proof only. The required 
details are to be found in Oshima (1992b) and Oshima (1992a). 
Let J'k = kRk~o and let 
f' 
X/~' = fk ( t ,  Xt)  - f k (s ,  X,) ,  A/~ = Xi/~ - Mi f* = k ( fk  -- (p)(u, X , )  du 
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(see Lemma 1.3). Then, similarly to the proof of Theorem 6.4 in Oshima (1992b), 
one can prove that 
e(A t~ ) = O, e (M h - M/ i  ) = e(X t,, - li ) 
= ., d IDi(  .fl~ [) )D/( .f;, - .l) )(u, 3") du d v, 
hence that {M/~} is e-Cauchy, and finally that there is {k'} • ~J and A4 I';'l such thai 
e(M h - M [`''l ) -+ 0 as k --~ oc and supt<[,.,r I I Mr ' '  M['a] I ~ 0 P""~-a.s. as /," - v, 
for q.e. (s,.r) ~ [0, T) × Nd. Furthermore. setting A I'p] = X ',° M l''1 we have 
e(,4 I'~t ) ~< 3 {e(X h' -'P ) + e (M h - M I'°1 ) + e(A/~ ) }, 
which yields e(AI'pl) = 0 due to Lemma 1.2. On the other hand, it follows from the: 
construction of M 'p that for fixed (s, x), 'SMI'. -~ '5M',° in . / / (P"")  for all 6 ~ (0, T s ).. 
from which we conclude (2.22). Of course, relationships like (2.22) hold also in time- 
homogeneous case. In that case, one can argue as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 in 
Fukushima (1980). 
Remark also that Oshima (1992b) has obtained a decomposition of X ~ into the sum 
of martingale AF and continuous AF of 0-energy for any quasi-continuous version [ 
of some . f~  W°' l (Oor)  with Dt. f  E 11_2(0, T; w~-l(I[~d)), where A~I (~ '/) is the dual 
of D~L(~a). We assume q) E WI(~ a) with p > d V 2, however, we obtain results for 
every starting point (s, x) as well as some additional information on A v contained in 
the decomposition of Theorem 2.1(ii). 
3. Stochastic calculus 
In this section we use the decomposition of X obtained in Theorem 2.1 to prove 
existence of forward and backward integrals of . f (X )  against X as limits of Riemann 
sums along fixed partition H, and we show that both integrals define Dirichlet pro- 
cesses. We prove also the It6 formula. 
Theorem 3.1. Let  (X, p,,x) be a d([li~sion associated with (a ,b)  E Z(;.. A). Then lo t  
any f ,  ~ ~ Wi~'l°~(~a ) with p > 2 V d and t ~ (s, T], 
/" 
lim ~ f(Xt~ )(q)(Xtx ~, ) - ~o(Xt~ )) = J '(X,)d~o(X,,), (3.1) 
m ~>c t,:~ll,t:<~t 
/[ lim ~ .t'(Xt~, )(e(Xrj~+, ) ~p(Xt~ )) = J'(X,) d* (p(X~,), (3.2) 
exist as lhnits in p.~..x. In part icuktr,  
( J (X ) ,  (p(X))t = . f (X, , )d* (p (X , , ) -  .['(X,)d(p(X,,). (3.3) 
, s 
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In fact, 
f f (X~)dqa(Xu)= ½f .M e + ½f ,X  ~ l R -~( f (  ),Ne)~+s _ . -½f 'V  e, 
(3.4) 
5"" 
1 X 1 ~e (3.5) f (Xu)d*q~(X~)=½f-M e+½f ,N  °+g{f (  ) ,M  e ) -~f ,  
and both integrals are ({fit}, P~'X)-Dirichlet processes with the martingale part f .M ~. 
Proof. Observe that 
2 E f(Xth )((p(Xt~+, ) - q~(Xtk )) 
tkEll, tk <~t 
= ~ f (X ,k ) (Mt~+, -Mt~) -O~+s- t , r ( f (2 ) ,  Ne)  
tkEII, tk <~t 
- Z f()(r+s-tk+, )(N~+s-tk -- N~ s-t~+, ) 
tkEll, tk <~t 
- E f (Xt , ) (V ,~+,-  V,~), 
tkCH, t~ <~t 
hence letting m --~ cx~ and applying Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 1.4.44 in Jacod and 
Shiryaev (1987) we obtain (3.1) and (3.4). Next, since (f( J(),  N e} is of finite variation 
on [s, T], 
f(Xu)dq~(Xu) - f . M ~ = ( f  . Me  - f * Ne}r  =0 
T 
due to Theorem 2.1. Thus, the forward integral defines a Dirichlet process. The prop- 
erties of the backward integral can now be deduced from (3.3). [] 
Theorem 3.1 shows that for f ,  ~o ¢ w)'l°c(~ d) the Stratonovich integral is well 
defined by 
~t fs t 1 X f (Xu)o  dcp(Xu) = f (Xu)d~o(Xu)+ ~( f (  ), ~o(X))t. 
Equivalently, the integral can be described as 
~s t f (xu)od99(Xu)  = ~ ) - f(Xt,)}(q~(Xt~+,) - q~( t~ )), m~o~lim t, ell>t~ <~t ½{f(Xt,+, X, e 
where the limit is taken in p~,x. 
In what follows, we write M i, N i, V i to denote processes appearing in the decom- 
position of X i = ~0(X) with q~(x) = x ~. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (X, p~,x) be a diffusion associated with (a,b) E 2(2, A). Then for 
any f C Wp2'l°~(~ d) with p > 2 v d and t c (s, T], 
/' 
f (X t )  - f (Xs)  = D, f (Xu)dX~ + D, f (X) ,  X~), ----- Dif(X~) o dX~. (3.6) 
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Proof. By the localization argument we may and will assume that f ~ Wt~(NJ). 
Take { f ,}  C C2(R d) such that f ,  + f in W:~(Nd). From Theorem 2.1 we know 
that Di f , , (X )  is a Dirichlet process and 
/' 
(M/)'/'', Mi)¢ D iD i f , (X , )d (M/ .M i ) , ,  t ~ [s,r],  n ~ N, 
hence due to the It6 formula proved in F611mer (1981), 
f,,(Xt) - f,,(X,. ) - Oij,(X,)dX," i =:~1 O/Di f ,  d (X  i, Xt), 
= ½(Di./,t(X), Xi), .  (3.7) 
Taking into account (3.4) and applying (1.3) we conclude the proof by passing to the 
limit. L] 
The regularity assumption imposed on f in the above theorem is rather strong. Untbr- 
tunately, we are not able to prove existence of (D i f (X ) ,  X i) unless Di f  ~ Wt)'l°"(~J) 
or D f E 0]~c(R d) and X is a time-reversible semimartingale. In the latter case one can 
prove first (3.1) and (3.2), which is equivalent o the approximation of , [ ' f (X , , )d . (" ,  
by Riemann sums. The existence of the quadratic variation then follows by (3.3). 
The following theorem generalizes the It6 formula obtained in F611mer et al. (1995), 
where the case X is a one-dimensional Wiener process is considered, get us stress 
however, that our proof owes a lot to the paper by F6llmer et al. (1995). We confine 
ourselves to time-independent formula, however extensions to the time-dependent case 
are also possible. 
Theorem 3.3. Let  p, q satisfy (**) and let r > 2 V d. Suppose (a,b)  ~ U,() ,A)  and 
D/at/ ~ [ l , ,q(Q~r). /or i = 1 . . . . .  d. Then Jor any f C W,)'l°c(R'/), t ~ (s, T] am/ 
i 1 . . . . .  ct 
(i) The shnple sums 
E D J (X , ,  )(X,I., - X/z ), E D~f(X,  ~, )(X/, , X/, ) 
t,,, ~l l ,  t,, ~--t t~ ff ll, t~ <~t 
converge in [Lt(P ~'x) as m ---+ oc. 
(ii) The mutual  quadratic: variation {D i f (X ) ,X '  
O-quadratic variation. 
(iii) The. /ormula (3.6) holds true. 
Proof. By the localization argument we may assume that f ( t , . )  ci W,)(~a). 
(i) Choose {(a,, b,)} C E(2, A) so that :j ~ i l r) ~J 0 ~ ½Dial: an,  b n are  smooth, 0, = ~iun  -~ 
in kp.q(Q.,.r) and ai) / -* a 0, b i ---+ b i a.s. for i , j  = I . . . .  ,d. Under the measure P~I" 
associated with (a~,b~) the canonical process X is an {:Yt}-semimartingale on [s. T] 
admitting a decomposition X ~ = xi-~ M"~+ A "~, where for i = 1 . . . . .  d 
(M"'),  = ai((u, X~)du, A t'" =: (0 i + b~,)(u, X~)du. 
• , '  s 
is  a cont inuous  prove ,% (~;~ 
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We know that ~[X[P  s'x] -~ 5F[X[P s'x] in C([s, T]; ~d), hence from Lemma 1.1, Propo- 
sition IX.I.17 and Corollary VI.6.6 in Jacod and Shiryaev (1987) we deduce that 
L~[(X", M", A")IP~ '~] -+ d[(X,  M, A)IP s'X] 
in C([s, T]; R3d), where M is an {Yt}-local martingale, and that 
(Mi)t = aii(u, X,)du, AI = (Oi + bi)(u,X,)du, tE [s , r ] .  
,.'6" 
Therefore, by the continuous mapping theorem, X is an ({J~}, PS, X)-semimartingale 
with a decomposition Xt = x + Mt + At. The time-reversed process X is also a semi- 
martingale. Indeed, set 
fli n=Oi . -2b i  +aih/p2'Dip,,, f l i=o i -2b i  +a i jp - 'D ip ,  i=  l . . . . .  d. 
We have seen in the proof of Lemma 1.3 that )( is a diffusion on [s, T) with diffusion 
coefficient 6, and drift coefficient /~,, and that for fixed 6 E (0, T - s), fli __~ fli in 
~l((s+6, T)×f2R) for any R > 0, i ~- 1, . . . ,d.  Moreover, by (1.1), (1.2) and H61der's 
inequality 
i 
(s+6)ArR 
lira lira sup E s'x [/~,(u, Xu)] du = 0, 670 n~oo as 
where ZR = inf{t~>s" Xt ~ f2R}. Using the above facts one may show that )( is an 
({~t}ps, x)-semimartingale on [s, T] with a decomposition Xt = Xs + Nt + Bt, where 
/s' f '  (N~)~ = ~(u,  2 , )du ,  B I = ~(u, 2, )du .  
for i = l , . . . ,d .  Observe that (1.1), (1.2) imply that 
max II(IDJJ 2 + 10~+ b~12)p(s,x,., .) + IDJD~p(s,x,.,  ")lll,,~,~ < o~, 
i,j 
hence the integrals f g(X,)dX~,, - -i f 9(X~,)dX~, are well defined. We are going to show 
that they may be computed as limits in n_l(P s'x) of Riemann sums. For this purpose 
first fix i and define processes 
ht((:]) = g(Xt ) ,  h~n(g) = ~ g(Xt~ )llt~,t~+,j(t), t E [s, T], 
t~ ff H ,  t~ <~ t
where for simplicity of notation we set 9 ~ Di f .  By (1.1) and (1.2) 
max II(Oi +b~)2p(s,x;.,.)ll~,Q~ ----M~ < ~,  IIp(s,x;',')ll~;J,Q~,~ =Me < ~,  
i 
r By H61der's inequality we have for i = 1 . . . . .  d where ? is H61der conjugate to ~. 
I (g)  = E "'~ O(&) ~ 
( ft  /1/2 
<~ E s'x g2aii(u, X , )du  
k , JS 
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f s , 
I ‘2 
g*(X,) du Es.” (0’ + /!I’)*( II, X,,) du 
r 
with M = (A”2 + M~~*)M’*, and 
Z(h”‘(g)) = I!?.‘ 1.1’h::(O)dX:( 
Since for fixed s,x the function t H E”-ry2(Xr) is continuous on (s., T], we get 
lim sup ~(hm(~))~~Il~lIr,~~. (3.8) 
n113c 
Now choose {f‘,,} C C,“(R”) so that ,f,, + ,f in W,,‘( KY’). Since the functions g,r := 
lI;f’,, are continuous, 
lim sup I(</,, - P(g,,)) = 0, II E RJ. 
,,, - Ix‘ 
hence by (3.8), 
lim supl(g - h”‘(g)) 
,,I 4 x 
bl(y - Y,,) + lim sup {Z(ch - h”‘(y,,)) + Ilh”‘(g) - h”‘(y,,))) 
N, i m 
~2MllCl - U&Q”. 
Thus, the limit in (3.1) with q(x) = x’ exists in Ll(P”.“), We conclude similarly that 
in O_,(P”) with q(x) =x’, where 
e((,) = C.cl(X,,)llri,?,,+,,(t), ?k == T t-7 - t,,,_/,, k = 0. 1 . . . . . f??. 
But 
hence (3.2) follows. 
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(ii) Clearly, Y = Ig(X), X i) is given by (3.3) from which we obtain the estimate 
(If If *(t(Y) lim sup m 2 + g(X~)d* = Qst(Y)  <~ )d  m~oo t l 
~ 4A g2(X,)du. (3.9) 
Due to Theorem 3.1, Y= = Ign(X), X i) is a 0-quadratic variation process, hence using 
Schwartz's inequality we get 
It(Y - rn) = lim sup O~t(Y - Y~) = It(Y). 
m ---9 oo  
The estimate (3.9) applied to the difference g -  gn gives 
~[,(Y) = It(Y - Yn) <4A f t (g  _ g~ )2(X~ ) du. 
Consequently, (Y) exists and E='x(Y)r = 0, hence (Y)T = Ops'x-a.s. 
(iii) By the usual It6 formula we have (3.7). Next, observe that the arguments used 
to prove (i) show that 
lira g,(X,)dX~ ~ g~(X~)dX,', lim g,(X~) * i d X~--, g=(X,)d*X~ 
in l_l(P=,X). In particular, Y[ ---, ~ in l_l(PS'X). Moreover, since { f ,}  is equibounded 
and equicontinuous on every compact subset in N d, there is {n'} ___ N such that f~, --~ f 
uniformly on compacts in N d. Thus, (3.6) follows by letting n' ~ oc. [] 
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